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Hell Hath No Fury 2: More Women Who Kill is the second book in the Hell Hath No Fury series. The

first book in the series featured 45 stories of women who have committed the act of murder. Hell

Hath No Fury 2: More Women Who Kill follows that up with 43 more stories of murder committed by

the fairer sex. Part 1 contains 33 stories of women who have murdered children. Part 2 has five

stories of women who have murdered either husbands, boyfriends or significant others. Part 3

consists of five more assorted stories of women who kill. Part 4 contains an overview of some

possible motives and reasons for the murders.
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I read volume 2 after reading and enjoying volume 1 and enjoyed 2 even more so. Why? Because

I'd never read about the huge majority of these women who kill cases before. Volume one had more

famous cases, but was well worth the read as the stories were well researched and well edited and

written.One caveat: even though I'm an avid reader of true crime, I made sure to be in a "correct"

true crime mood when reading this book. Some of the stories are about women killing their kids and

that can be a depressing read if I'm not in the right mood.



While I enjoyed the first volume in this series, this second one left me with some mixed feelings.I

liked that the bulk of the cases examined are relatively recent in nature and exist in living memory.

The style of writing is also quite accessible and readable.Some of the cases left me wondering why

they had been included in a book of true crime when the killers had clearly been driven by profound

mental illness or depression rather than any obvious criminal intent. For example, the first section

features the story of three murder suicides which occured in St. Louis in a very short span of time by

women who were clearly dealing with depression and were not recieving help for it.By the authors'

own admission, depression is a poorly understood disorder. The inclusion of these cases in this

book would seem to underline how misunderstood it is.These, plus a few other cases in the book,

left me less wondering what gets into certain individuals and more how legal systems and various

other agencies and services are failing.

This book is a second helping of Hell Hath No Fury: Women Who Kill by the MacDonald team. The

cases in this volume are more obscure, although I remember reading A Death in White Bear Lake

many years ago. This book included updated information on that case.I enjoyed reading Hell Hath

No Fury 2: More Women Who Kill and recommend it to all true crime fans.

I have read all three books and I am commenting on the second book. What these women did was

unreal. Some were more evil than the rest. Doesn't matter though. Why these women did what they

did, I will never know or forget.

These stories have been written on the level of a tabloid you'd read while in line at the supermarket.

Interspersed throughout are sarcastic comments on the level of, say, Kenneth Anger's rumor mill

"Hollywood Babylon." Don't bother.

Was a really good book should have a third one come out!!! Some of these stories broke my heart

when it came to children but I know this happens everyday and I don't understand how anyone can

hurt a child

Another book well worth the download. After reading the first part, I was looking forward to the

second. Both delivered to my fascination of cases like these. An intriguing romp into the minds of

these troubled females. My recommendation is sealed.



I love the book.It's very informative. I have learned about cases I never knew existed.I'd love to see

a section about the silvia likens murder.
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